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Legal Issues in the Law of the Sea and Regulatory Developments

1. Introduction
Law of the Sea is a collection of worldwide laws that govern the rights and obligations
of different countries in maritime conditions.1 The legislation that focuses on the sea,
known as shipping or maritime law, focalize its expertise mainly on ‘navigational
rights, sea mineral claims and coastal waters jurisdiction’.2 Maritime law, admiralty law
and the law of the sea are all counterpart with each other. Admiralty law is related to
private marine issues, focusing on the carriage of goods by sea, rights to salvage,
collisions and marine insurance.3 But what happens where there is a contamination in
the sea as a result of a vessel’s neglection or accident.
In the 21st century, continents have come to a point that has joint forces for the common
good. The known by many countries law of the sea was mainly obtained from the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea4 (UNCLOS), also known with the
name Law of the Sea treaty. The Law of the Sea Convention, characterises the rights
and obligations of countries concerning their utilisation of the world's seas, setting up
rules for organisations, the environment, and the administration of marine natural
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resources.5 UNCLOS entered into force in 1994, and now it is accepted by many
countries as the ‘constitution of the oceans’.6 In 2016 the European Union along with
another 167 countries, have joint the Convention. Therefore, it is still unclear and
debatable as to whether the Convention ‘codifies customary international law’.7
Nowadays, people tend to ignore what it does not bother them. Meaning, that if
something is harmful and does not bother an individual, that person will not have any
personal reason or benefit to undertake the necessary actions. The human species have
been evolved dramatically through the years, especially now where transportation may
occur by land, sea and air.8 However, these new transportations, have caused
environmental damage and no-one took the necessary precautions beforehand until it
was too late, and the consequences were too obvious.9 Nevertheless, there is still hope
for that, if the necessary changes take place, as the environment may heal itself. For
that reason, as will be proved below, countries have learned to work with each other,
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and they are trying to have a united front on that matter. This is where UNCLOS, the
law of the sea steps in. The International Maritime Organization10, the International
Whaling Commission11, and the International Seabed Authority12 are having a big role
in the Convention.
Worth mentioning is the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships13 known as MARPOL which will be explained in-depth in the main body.
However, it should be stated in a few words what is the role of MARPOL. MARPOL
is an international convention that which was adopted at the International Maritime
Organisation in 1973 and ‘contains requirements to prevent pollution that may be
caused both accidentally and in the course of routine operations.14 In addition to that, it
has an interest towards the prevention of pollution from oil, bulk chemicals, dangerous
goods, sewage, garbage and atmospheric pollution, and includes provisions such as
those which require certain oil tankers to have double hulls’.15
This dissertation will commence by discussing the legal issues in the law of the sea and
the regulatory developments, giving rise to environmental damage that may be caused
by ships either by negligence or by accident. In addition to that, it will refer to Cypriot
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law and UK law, by comparing and contrasting how those two countries react to such
situations. Furthermore, it will become clear as to whether these countries act under
European Union law, International law or they act in a combination of various laws and
regulations. This study will assess the statutory advancements that were made in light
of environmental damage caused by ships. The final part of this article will conclude
by examining these upgrades and if any further developments are requiring to ensue.
In order for what was already mentioned to be accomplished, it will be a necessity to
use primary sources as well as secondary sources. For instance, this dissertation will
bring to light legislations that will be referenced as primary sources and journals,
articles, academic textbooks, considered as secondary sources. It should be noted, that
all the above will be referenced effectively to existing scholarly works by utilising a
narrative investigation. Ending, no empirical nor a doctrinal law approach will be used
in this project. Nevertheless, the approach that will be used in this methodology is a
comparative of Cypriot and British laws related to this topic.
2. MARPOL
In 1973, the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships was
modified by the Protocol of 1978. In short, it is called MARPOL which is the meaning
for maritime pollution. It is one of the most significant international conventions,
considering the environmental protection of the sea; and it was created by the
International Maritime Organization with an end goal the limitation of contamination
of the seas and oceans.16 The main scope of this agreement is to safeguard the
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environment of the sea by striving to annihilate the pollution which is caused by oil,
dumping, air pollution and other harmful substances and keep to a minimum degree the
contamination of such substances.17
The MARPOL Convention was initially signed in 1973 at International Marine
Organisation; however, it did not come into effect the signing date and as a result of
several ‘spate of tanker accidents’ which took place in 1976-1977, the Protocol of 1978
was adopted.18 In 1983, the MARPOL convention 1973 and 1978 Protocol joint forces
and ever since they act as a combination with the name MARPOL 73/98.19 Since 2018,
156 countries are members of the MARPOL convention dealing with international
shipping.20 All vessels that are flagged under nations that are notary to MARPOL are
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liable to its necessities, in spite of where they set sail. Therefore, member countries are
accountable for ships recorded ‘on their national ship registry'.21
MARPOL has six types of Annexes which each one of them is concerned with
monitoring a particular emission group of vessels. The first annex came into effect in
1983 and it is considered to be one of the most significant universal marine ecological
agreement.22 The convention was intended to limit the contamination of the oceans
from the ships and boats and maintain the marine environment by minimising the oil
pollution in the sea and any other detrimental essence.23 It handles the environmental
problem arising from the release of oil into the sea.24 MARPOL Annex I refers to the
oil discharge criteria for the prevention of oil pollution in the sea, which are
recommended in the ‘1969 amendments to the 1954 International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil (OILPOL)’.25
2.1 ANNEX I
Particularly, in MARPOL Annex I, it defines the design characteristics of tankers that
have as a purpose to limit the pollution which is caused by oil into the sea in the course
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of ship functions and accidents.26 Additionally, Annex I implements rules and
regulations regarding the water treatment by using oily water separators which is an
equipment used to separate oil and water mixtures into their different segments, for all
big vessels which are used for commercial purposes and counterbalance and ‘tank
cleaning waste’.27 In addition to that, Annex I presents the idea of 'special sea areas
(PPSE)' which are viewed and acknowledged to be in danger of contamination by oil.28
Furthermore, within Annex I is stated that it is prohibited the release of oil within them;
however, there are a few negligible exemptions.29
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Annex I is divided into two sections. The primary half manages the engine room waste
and the subsequent half deals with cleaning the freight regions and tanks.30 Through the
years, they have been developed a number of different technologies and equipment to
prevent engine room waste. Some of such types of machinery are named as ‘Oily water
separators (OWS), Oil Content meters (OCM) and Port Reception Facilities’.31 In
addition to that, there has been created another technology which has helped to a great
extent concerning hygiene. It is called ‘Oil Discharge Monitoring Equipment
(ODME)’, as it helps with the ‘cleaning of cargo areas and tanks’.32 Another
fundamental part of MARPOL Annex I is the Oil Record book which assists the
members of a ship to log and monitor the discharge of oil pollution in the sea in addition
to other things.33
2.2 ANNEX II
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In 1987, MARPOL Annex II came into effect presenting the criteria for the
minimisation of oil contamination from hazardous fluid substances conveyed in
substantial amounts.34 In addition to that, it separates substances and presents
comprehensive functioning standards and measures.35 As it is stated already from
Annex I, the release of toxins in the sea, is only permitted to 'reception facilities' with
specific fixations and conditions.36 In the 'special areas', it is applied even rigorous
limitations.37 Therefore, under no circumstances, there is allowed the residue discharge
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that contains toxic waste within '12 miles of the nearest land'.38 Chapter 7 of SOLAS
Convention39 along with the International Bulk Chemical Code, are both covered in the
second Annex of MARPOL.40 Any substance tankers that were developed before the
first of July 1986 must consent to the necessities of the 'Code for the Construction and
Equipment of Ship Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk. 41
2.3 Annex III
In 1992, another part of MARPOL came into effect with the name of Annex III. 42 In
particular, in comparison with the other annexes, annex III focuses on packing,
labelling, documentation, notifications for avoiding contamination by detrimental
contents and others. It complies with the course of action which is presented in the
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International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code which includes also marine pollutants
as it was amended and entered into effect in 1991.43
2.4 Annex IV
The release of crude sewage into the ocean can create a health risk. Likewise, sewage
can prompt oxygen exhaustion and can be conspicuous visual contamination in seaside
territories; which is a serious issue for nations with touristic enterprises.44 The primary
wellsprings of human-delivered sewage are coming from the land, for example, the civil
sewers or treatment plants. Be that as it may, the release of sewage into the ocean from
boats conduce further to marine infection.45 As a result, MARPOL Annex IV came into
force on 27 September 2003 which presents the necessities to handle the sea
contamination by sewage from ships and how to control such pollution.46
This annex contains a number of guidelines with respect to the release of sewage into
the ocean from vessels. In addition, it comprises regulations concerning the boats'
armament and frameworks for the control of waste release, the arrangement of offices

43
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at ports and terminals for the gathering of effluent and claims for review and
affirmation.47 Moreover, it incorporates ‘a model International Sewage Pollution
Prevention Certificate to be issued by national shipping administrations to ship under
their jurisdiction’.48
It is commonly viewed as that on the high oceans, the seas are equipped for absorbing
and managing with crude sewage through normal bacterial activity.49 Along these lines,
the guidelines in Annex IV of MARPOL restrict the release of sewage into the ocean
inside a predetermined separation of the closest land, except if they have inactivity an
endorsed 'sewage treatment plant'.50 All governments are required to guarantee the
arrangement of satisfactory gathering offices at ports and terminals for the 'reception of
sewage'.51 Existing vessels are obligated to abide with the arrangements of the amended
Annex IV five years after the date of section into the power of Annex I.52 It is expected
in accordance with the annex, the boats to be outfitted with an endorsed 'sewage
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treatment plant or an approved sewage commuting and disinfecting system or a sewage
holding tank. tank.53
In 2004, the annex was revised and it focuses on all new where they occupied with
global voyages of more than 400 gross tonnages or are allowed to transfer more than
15 people.54 Existing vessels are obligated to abide with the arrangements of the
amended Annex IV five years after the date of section into the power of Annex I; more
specifically from 27 September 2008.55 It is expected in accordance with the annex, the
boats to be outfitted with an endorsed ‘sewage treatment plant or an approved sewage
commuting and disinfecting system or a sewage holding tank’.56
The release of waste in the ocean is restricted, with the only exception of when the
vessel has in an activity an endorsed sewage treatment plant or when the ship is
releasing purified sewage by using an authorised framework at a range of more three
nautical miles from the closest land.57 The waste, which is not comminuted or
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decontaminated, must be released at a distance of more than twelve nautical miles from
the closest accessible land.58
2.5 Annex V
This Annex came into effect in 1988 and it presents the ‘Regulations for the Prevention
of Pollution by Garbage from Ships’.59 It shows how far from land vessels are permitted
to discharge products in the ocean and subdivides different kinds of garbage and marine
waste.60 In the ‘special areas’, the demands are much stringent; nevertheless, the most
conspicuous part of Annex V is the absolute prohibition of throwing plastic waste in
the sea.61
Annex V was altered several times from its original text. In particular, in 2012 were
adopted ‘Guidelines for the Implementation of MARPOL Annex VI’.62 The purpose of
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such guidelines was to help governments in creating and establishing domestic rules
and legislation which can be performed along with Annex V.63 Furthermore, it was
created to assist shipowners, managers, the crew, cargo owners and machinery suppliers
to abide with the criteria that were set out in Annex V and the appropriate national
legislation.64 The final aim of these guidelines is to support port and terminal operators
who are responsible for evaluating the demand and supplying the appropriate reception
facilities for the trash which are produced on every type of ships.65
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2.6 Annex VI
The final MARPOL Annex until now is the seventh which came into force in 2005. It
presents the criteria to control air emissions being produced by vessels, along with the
emission of ozone annihilation and ‘shipboard incineration’.66 Furthermore, it sets out
claims of 'emission and fuel requirements for marine engines under the IMO', more
precisely it sets boundaries on NOx67 and Sox68 Emission Control Areas, that
discharges from sewages from exhaust gas cleaning systems, drilling platforms, drilling
rings etc.69
In October 2008, an amendment was adopted by the MARPOL Annex VI which
considered that the applications shall apply to all ships unless it is stated differently. In
addition to that, it clarified the meaning of some definitions by making it more
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understandable, and the list goes on.70 As from July 2010, the MARPOL Annex VI
Regulation 12 was amended as from that time forward, all ships, boats and any other
kind of vessel should have ‘a list and a record book of Ozone Depleting Substances’.71
In other words, the alteration takes into account auditing and it also gives great
importance into maintaining documentation of Ozone Depleting Substances. In
addition to that, Regulation 1472 also was modified by conveying that all ship before
entering and after leaving Emission Control Areas, ought to record fuel oil change
where new methods are being used by applying various categories of fuel oils.73
Alternatively, it can be said that the amended Regulation 1474 gives great attention to
the obligatory fuel oil change on an approach for ships that go in and get out of the
Emission Control areas.75
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The measures of the International Maritime Organization to be binding must be
confirmed by an aggregate number of member states whose joined gross tonnage stand
for a minimum of 50% of the world's gross tonnage.76 Notwithstanding, it has been
established an arrangement of an implied confirmation, where if no member country
objects before a certain period have passed, therefore there is a presumption that they
consent to the treaty.77
Taking into account what was mentioned in this section, it should be also added that all
six annexes have been sanctioned by the necessary number of countries needed. The
nation where a ship is enrolled, called as Flag State is in charge of affirming the ship's
consistency with MARPOL's contamination counteractive action principles.78 Every
signer country is in charge of sanctioning residential laws to execute the convention
and efficiently promises to abide with the agreement, annexes and any other related
laws of different countries.79 In Cyprus for example, the relevant implementation
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legislation is the Environmental Liability Directive80, the Waste Directive81, the
Merchant Shipping (Ship Source Pollution) Law of 2008 and its subsequent
amendments82, the Solid and Dangerous Waste Law83, and the Environmental Liability
with regard to the Prevention and Remedying of Environmental Damage Law. 84 More
legislations are being followed in Cyprus, not only domestic but also international,
which help for the prevention of pollution in the sea.85 In the United Kingdom, the
applicable execution enactments, are the following: The Merchant Shipping
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(Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships) (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2019; The Merchant Shipping and Other Transport (Environmental Protection)
(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 20019; The Merchant Shipping (Prevention of Oil
Pollution) Regulation 2019; The Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution Preparedness,
Response and Co-Operation Convention) Amendment) Regulations 2015; The
Merchant Shipping (Prevention of Pollution) (Limits) (Revocation) Regulations 2013;
and many others. One of the problems in actualising MARPOL emerges from the
universal idea of oceanic transportation. The nation that the ship visits can direct its
very own assessment to confirm a ship is in consistence with the universal standards
and can keep the ship where it finds a considerable amount of non-conformity.86 At the
point where events take place outer of a nation's jurisdiction or the province is
impossible to be designated, the country mentions the circumstances to the flag states,
in line with MARPOL agreement.87
3. United Kingdom
The United Kingdom is constituted by Scotland, England, Wales and Northern Island.88
It is an island country, located in northwestern Europe and it deals with affairs of
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shipping, navigation, ports, trade and other.89 This is because until the invention of air
transport and the creation of the Channel Tunnel, transportation by the sea was the main
method for arriving at the British Isles. Consequently, sea exchange and maritime
power have consistently had an extraordinary significance.90 Before the Treaty91, the
sea history of the British Isles was generally commanded by that of England.92
In the UK, the Merchant Shipping (Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships) Regulations
2008 actualize the 1997 Protocol of the International Convention on the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships.93 It is provided by the Protocol, in order for the International
Regulations for the Prevention of Air Pollution from ships to be instituted, it will be
needed to include the new annex VI to MARPOL 73/78.94 To a large extent, this
happens because annex VI consists of 19 Regulations and it also contains a ‘Technical
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Code on the Control of Emissions of Nitrogen Oxides from Marine Diesel Engines’.95
The Merchant Shipping Notice is a document that should be read in conjunction with
Marine Guidance Note, as it entails details related to The Merchant Shipping
(Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships) Regulation 2008 and also, gives specialised
data on the matter in question in those Regulations.96
The Merchant Shipping Notice aims to give an analytical analysis of the technical
aspects of the United Kingdoms’ actions in regard to the Annex VI of MARPOL, in
connection with the Regulations.97 On the other hand, Marine Guidance Notice
provides help and instructions regarding the amelioration of safe transportation and life
at sea, as well as to put a stop or even minimise the sea contamination from shipping.98
The principle zone for producing offshore oil and gas in the United Kingdom is located
in the North Sea. In 1970, it has been discovered in the North Sea for the first time the
oil fields.99 It seems that in the last during the last 10 years, the oil and gas drilling has
arrived at its pinnacle albeit, however, recent studies demonstrate that it is proceeding
to increment.100
The responsibility for oil slicks in the United Kingdom is on an exacting risk premise,
under the "polluter pays" guideline. There are various methods of compensation for
liability, including tort claims, and the administrator of the seaward establishment has
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a boundless lawful obligation for the full expenses related to any occurrences of
contamination.101 Exceptional standards have been entered into force for contamination
that is brought about by a seaward establishment by the Offshore Pollution Liability
Agreement of 1975.102 The OPOL Agreement was presented as a between time measure
during the exchange period of the Convention of Civil Liability for Oil Pollution
Damage coming about because of Exploration for and Exploitation of Seabed Mineral
Resources.103 Dealings with this Convention were at last ineffective and it was rarely
endorsed. Notwithstanding, the UK believed the OPOL Agreement to be an acceptable
method for accommodating a severe obligation system on the off chance that an
administrator should default on furnishing the tidy up expenses related to an incident.104
The OPOL understanding hence becomes effective if any administrator defaults on
paying tidy up expenses, with a present top of US$120 million.105
The OPOL Agreement is a voluntary oil contamination reimbursement project that
gives assurances of instalment to cases up to US$120 million for all individuals from
OPOL to give a methodical way to redressing and repaying any Person who continues
Pollution Damage and any Public Authority which acquires costs for accepting
Remedial Measures because of a Discharge of Oil from any Offshore Facility. 106 The
participation in OPOL is not obligatory, as any-one can help without compensation.107
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However, it is a permit prerequisite to either be a part or have a similar obligation
inclusion accommodated by OPOL. At the moment, all administrators in the United
Kingdom are parties from OPOL.108
The goals that OPOL have is to give a deliberate way to the quick settlement of cases
emerging out of a break or release of oil from seaward investigation and generation
tasks; to empower quick medicinal activity by the gatherings; to guarantee the monetary
duty of the gatherings to meet their commitments; to give a component to guaranteeing
that cases are gotten together to the greatest obligation under OPOL and finally to keep
away from muddled jurisdictional issues.109
It should be taken into account that claimants under OPOL are acknowledged to be
Public Authorities who wish to make a claim ‘for any remedial measures taken to
prevent, mitigate or eliminate pollution damage, or to remove or neutralise the oil
following an escape or discharge’.110 In addition to that, a claim for redress can also
issue any person who has suffered damages by pollution from oil spills in the sea in a
situation where that person has suffered ‘direct loss or damage due to pollution’.111
Ending, there are also exceptions in regards to oil pollution. Such exceptions are if the
contamination was caused as an end result of ‘war hostilities, an exceptional natural
phenomenon, an act or omission of a claimant, or a third party that intended to cause
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the damage, negligence or a wrongful act from the state or authority; if the resulted
from compliance with instruction or conditions from the licensing state’.112
To conclude, the United Kingdom has different legislations and course of actions in
relation to pollution. It follows not only domestic but also international laws, and they
are prepared in case of oil spills in the ocean to act accordingly.
4. Cyprus
The Mediterranean Sea is exceptionally powerless against the contamination that
occurs by vessels.113 The latest finds of oil and natural gas in the eastern Levantine
basin, have prompted to faster drilling, with some nations being at different phases of
investigation and derivation and 'others having mapped blocks' for authorising,
therefrom altogether enlarging and expanding the dangers of a potential oil spill.114
Because of the multiple drilling by numerous neighbouring nations, any spills from
profound water wells will be inclined to 'cross boarder transport' because of the
exceptionally changeable winds and sea flows.115 This hazard is surveyed through a
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progression of reproductions with an oil slick model constrained with high analysis of
sea flows and winds.116
The framework which was considered is for explosions of a half month term, situated
into the penetrating zones of every one of different nations.117 These models, form the
principles to facilitate further ecological appraisal and hazard examination.118 In
addition, they underline the significance of a worldwide participation and collaboration
to deal with and moderate the ecological effects which would end up from a possible
oil spill from any of the nations included.119
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Cyprus is an independent island, small in size, and is situated in the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea, in the middle of three continents.120 In 2004, it decided to join the
European Union and as a result, it was benefited within a common European market
and also it adopted the European law like every other member state.121 The legal system
in Cyprus is based on the United Kingdom legal framework which was established
through history, as it is used to be a British colony that became independent in 1960.122
In the last few years, it has been discovered in Cyprus, oil and gas and it is currently
under action to exploit its energy resources.123 Cyprus move forward with the
development of the oil and gas segment. The ongoing disclosures of hydrocarbons
inside the Cyprus Exclusive Economic Zone have pulled in a lot of universal
consideration. In addition to that, a lot of attention was attracted locally regarding a
positive view of what is about to come in the near future.124 The previous decade,
Cyprus was granted an investigational permit agreement, the Cypriot Exclusive
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Economic Zone.125 Therefore, it participated in sharing contracts with various
organisations dealing with oil and gas worldwide.126 During this time, there was a
considerable analysis and assessment efficiency embraced by the administrators in
offshore Cyprus.127
As in the matter of law, Cyprus used the European Union Directive premise in order to
get an allowance and get empowered to search, inspect and produce hydrocarbons.128
Furthermore, in 1988, it endorsed the United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea.129 And in 2011, an assessment was published, considering the ‘Environmental
Impact Assessment for Drilling Operations Block 12, Offshore Cyprus’.130 The
environmental impact assessment stated that other routine releases will be discharged
into the sea in relation to the prohibitions and constraints which is stated under the
'International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships' guidelines,
Barcelona Convention guidelines and Noble Energy's Offshore Discharge Plan, as well
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as 'treated sewage and domestic waste, deck drainage and miscellaneous discharges'.131
All releases are relied upon to be weakened to foundation levels with practically no real
effect on water quality or marine biota.132
Despite this, Cyprus has adopted some rules and regulations to prevent oil pollution or
any other kind of pollution in the sea. To begin with, the governmental department of
environment is dealing with all environmental matters on land and in the sea. 133 As it
was stated above, Cyprus is a nation and an island known during that time for its vital
area on the guide. Is arranged in the crossing point of three main-lands and
subsequently, it gets inside its maritime outskirts a basic measure of marine traffic.134
There is a high risk for oil contamination in the area because of the ‘conflict of the oil
transport activity and the high environmental and social capital of the North-Eastern
Mediterranean renders’.135 In the last ten years, they have been listed only seven serious
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accidents in the sea and have been discovered ‘through satellite observation systems’
more than one thousand oil spills.136 Nowadays, due to the hydrocarbon discoveries in
the region of interest, there is a high possibility that in the near future will have an even
higher risk of oil spills as a result to an increased number of oil traffic in the area.137
Cyprus, by adopting a National Contingency Plan (NCP) for Oil Pollution Combating
is aiming to face on any possible environmental threats regarding oil pollution with the
help not only the government sector but the private one as well.138 The observation of
such oil spills, either being accidental or intentional is attained by the air, sea and space
by using ‘satellite remote sensing monitoring and oil spill forecasting models’.139
Cyprus is an island acquainted for its strong socio-economic bonds which have with the
sea. The sea for the island, is not just something that exists, it is an ecological heritage
where even the smallest oil spill to drop in its waters, no matter how insignificant
someone can consider it, in reality, has consequential results towards the environment,
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the society and also on the economy.140 In order to minimise the oil exposure in the sea
and refrain from marine pollution calamity, constant amelioration of the oil prevention
and reaction abilities of Cyprus is essential. To achieve that goal is a fundamental
investment in ‘monitoring assets, technological innovation and forecasting models’.141
In 2016, the World Banks Blog wrote an article regarding to ‘environmentally friendly
shipping’.142 It is stated, an individual in his everyday life will buy something, either
that would be food or anything else. That product in order to be sold, it needs to be
transported from the place that was manufactured to the place where a consumer will
go and buy it. That means that fuel will be used, even if transportation is through the
sea, which is considered the most environmentally friendly way of transportation until
now.143 A ship, not only produce a large amount of air pollution but also may produce
water pollution through oil spills.144 Throughout time, shipping transportation has been
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increased and made the international commerce a fundamental economic factor.145
However, if the environmental problems caused by ships in the sea are not being
handled properly, then, in the long run, the population will have big environmental
impacts. Those effects have already started showing the climate changes and risks.146
It is believed that there are a lot of approaches to diminish the natural effect of ocean
transport. One of these ways is by improving fuel efficiency. Ships, in general, utilize
a fuel which is ‘with high Sulphur content’.147 If that fuel will be abridged, then the
impacts that have in the environment will be phenomenal.148
In a heavily forested province in eastern Canada, named Québec, the ferry ships which
were using natural gas as a fuel, were expected to reduce their greenhouse gas emission
by one fourth.149 In order for that action to be successful and the ferry boats to continue
to act in the same manner as before, it was introduced a new ideology which basically
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the ships are using a wind propulsion system in order to minimise the need for fuels.150
The trial which took place was successful and revealed that there will be a five per cent
potential savings.151
An additional idea that can be used, is movement by electricity. For example, nowadays
in 2019 maybe earlier, that car industry has introduced cars that are moving with
electricity. The same ideology can be used for ships. Basically, the new approach is to
issue an energy supply to the ships which are landed in the dock by connecting them
into the electric grid.152 In order for that idea to take action it should be noted that plans
are needed to be made and capital. If you are thinking ahead, you can also use renewable
energy sources, such as the sun, wind and generating wave power by ‘placing
equipment on the surface of the oceans that captures the energy produced by the wave
movement and converts this mechanical energy into electrical power’153.
Also, it is worth to consider that, ports are the fundamental entryway for a lot of nations
trade system. The ports are crucial in many cities, countries, including Cyprus, United
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States and United Kingdom.154 A great emphasis was given in the last years on the
globalization of trade and the transportation infrastructure needed to support it.

155

Some countries like the United States are building up an understanding Ports Initiative
to investigate and recognise approaches to incentivise and assess technological systems
and plans of action to limit discharges at ports.156 One of the approaches to decrease
such emissions at ports is utilising shore power innovation which enables the vessels to
connect to 'electrical power sources on shore'.157 Shore control advocates consider
notable that as the power framework moves toward becoming cleaner and increasingly
productive, the potential emanations decreases contrasted with assistant motors will
develop.158 Be that as it may, the expense of 'shore power electric generator and
delivery', for not only the ships but also the terminal, can be essential.159
However, accidents still happen and will always happen since this is inevitable. Ships
collide with each other, cargo falls into the sea, so the next question that it should be
asked is what the next step people should take in order to help safeguard the
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environment. The cargo owners can also help the environment by using materials that
are can be absorbed and dissolved by the sea in a small period of time. In order for that
to happen, it should be passed a universal law stating that the materials used in products
should be friendly to the environment. Sweden has already taken the first step towards
the direction of reducing pollution towards the sea by creating a Clean Shipping
Index.160 The index empowers cargo owners to think about the natural effect of their
tasks in their offering forms. Additionally, it gives valuable information that can be
used as a point of references for Eco-friendly shipping.161
Another point to include is that because Cyprus has found natural gas, a drill ship was
sent to begin drilling.162 That discovery raised the question as to what legislation applies
in the case where an explosion takes place in the course of action and as a result that
action will lead to an enormous environmental pollution. The response to that is
enclosed in MARPOL, International legislation and European Commission.163
Suggestions
In October 3rd, 2017, Rolls-Royce published in its official website, that it will ‘join
forces with Google Cloud to help make autonomous ships a reality’. The purpose of
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that action is to evolve more the sensitisation of information.164 That will have as an
end goal to make the existing ships more secure and protected with the aim to minimise
any accidental or deliberate accidents that are happening in the sea and saving lives.165
Eva Fors, the Head of Google Cloud, declared that by investigating the conceivable
outcomes introduced by artificial intelligence, Rolls-Royce can consolidate the most
recent innovation head-ways with its profound learning of the sea business, at last
carrying huge improvements to the sector.166
Another key presented in that announcement is that by using its knowledge and
expertise in the oceanic division, will be used to set up the necessary information to
prepare models guaranteeing that it is pertinent and in adequate amount to create factual
importance.167 As part of the artificial intelligence learning process, the models’ are
assessed in viable marine applications, enabling the models to be further cultured.168
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Ending, it is believed that ‘intelligent awareness systems will make vessels safer, easier
and more efficient to operate by providing the crew with an enhanced understanding of
their vessel’s surroundings.’169 That announcement is one of the biggest advancements
in the area of shipping until now, for that reason, other websites have published that
information to spread the word.170 This cooperation of Rolls-Royce and Google Cloud
will minimize in time the sea pollution, from oil spills, wastes, air fumes and reduce to
a big extent ship collisions.171
Cyprus published in its governmental side an interesting topic regarding reducing
shipping greenhouse gas emissions. That topic was introduced and published in 2014
and the plan is to make an obvious change until 2050.172 In the draft published in 2014
of ‘The Low-Carbon Development Strategy of Cyprus’, it was stated that one of the
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biggest challenges that mankind faces is the climate change. It is conveyed that
countries from all around the world have come to an agreement under the United
Nations’ Framework Convention on Climate Change173 where they ‘work within the
boundaries of the Framework Convention to coordinate measures for mitigation and
adaptation to climate change’.174
This Strategy is one of the main 'long term low-carbon developments' that the
administration of the Republic of Cyprus has ever received.175 The structure of that
activity is being considered as an effect where the government will be associated with
low-carbon advancement. The plan is going to be held under an evaluation in order to
receive a new perspective on logical scientific information.176 Any potential changes
will be imparted to the European Commission as indicated by the prerequisites of
Regulation 525, Article 13(1)(b) and the provisions in executing Regulation
749/2014.177 This implementation of the new framework and legislation presented will
benefit in general the environment and minimise at a very significant degree lowcarbon.
5. Conclusion
This LLM dissertation, found as an interesting event to focus on shipping law, along
with environmental damages that may be caused by ships, their issues and possible
solutions. It is a case that concerns a number of people who find themselves affected
on a daily basis by climate changes. A big problem that is causing such changes has
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been analysed and explained in this dissertation, focusing mainly on the legal aspect of
the problem. This study took into account different laws, such as European and
International law and gave an explanation of how Cyprus and Great Britain react in a
situation of oil spills in the sea. It also gave a great attention to what legislation is being
used in those two countries and as to whether that legislation is similar or even the same.
This essay has focused its attention on current events that are affecting the globe,
especially now. It is noteworthy to express, that it is undoubtable that the world needs
a strong creating transportation industry to keep items on the racks and drive worldwide
money related progression.178 Notwithstanding, that it should be able to guarantee that
the establishment of the sea transportation structure is permissible and strong to any
atmosphere risks.179
For that reason, it should be stated again that sea transport is fundamental to the world's
economy as over 90% of the world's trade system is conveyed by the sea. Until now it
is the most financially savvy approach to move all products at once and crude materials
around the globe.180 However, such transportation has consequences for the
environment. Some of those consequences are being referred by MARPOL Annexes,
where they consider oil spill pollution in the sea, air pollution caused by ships, goods
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thrown by cruise ships in the sea etc.181 The International Maritime Organisation also
plays a crucial role in the shipping industry as it aims to have safe and effective shipping
in clear waters in the whole world.182 Meaning that its goal is to eliminate sea pollution
and promote international trade shipping.
Moreover, it shall be guaranteed that the establishment of the sea transportation system
is supportable and strong to atmospheric dangers. It is a positive sign that there are
thoughts attempting to keep the sea clean. Presently the primary concern that is
required, are people who will put aside the attempts to research such views and actually
make them an action. It is time now more than ever to make thoroughgoing thoroughgoing upgrades and help the planet in every possible way.
For that particular reason, people, nations and continents have been brought together
and they are trying to formulate a system where such accidental or deliberate sea
pollution actions, will not be any longer tolerable.183
To conclude, as it was stated in the introduction, countries nowadays are trying to have
a united front to deal with the problem of environmental damage, especially in the sea.
As it was stated in the previous paragraphs regarding the United Kingdom and Cyprus
law, both countries they exercise the MARPOL regulations and annexes,184 and the
international maritime law185. In addition to that, both countries have taken into account
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the European law as both of them are still members of the European Union. Cyprus, as
well as the United Kingdom, has its own domestic legislation that they adopt
accordingly in agreement with the International Maritime Organisation and
international legislations to bring out the best possible result not only for their own
benefit but for the common good.186 The best possible solution for the problem of
pollution in the environment but especially at sea is to create a strong legal base which
will be universal with no consideration of territorial waters or the country that the event
occurred.187 It is time for the world to become as a whole in more than one ways.
Meaning that the nations are time to work together and put aside their differences, in
order to minimise the sea pollution.188
Ending, this dissertation by using secondary and primary legislation, showed that
Cyprus and the United Kingdom, even though there are two different countries, even
though both of them are located in different seas, have as a common purpose to
minimise the pollution at the ocean. Therefore, both countries adopted international
legislation and the guidance given by MARPOL, in order to achieve that purpose. Also,
it is worth mentioning that both of these countries have their own domestic law and
they use that law along with international law to have a better legal outcome. It is
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significant to say that Cyprus once was under the occupation of Great Britain and as
such it has adopted some of the British legislation; however, it amended it as it saw fit
at the time. Concluding, both countries have many similarities in regards to how they
act and apply their rules and legislation where sea pollution is presented, either by oil
spills, waste, or any other contamination exists.
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